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“It’s only hubris if I fail” 1
- Julius Caesar (Roman General, Statesman, 100-44 B.C.)

H

ubris is “a human vice” 2 relentlessly subjecting individuals to a continuous battle
between humility and the intoxication of power. The danger of hubris, proposed to be
an inherent natural human trait, rests in the negative aspects resulting from an
individual unable to balance humility with power and embracing a leadership vision
overshadow by self-aggrandizement.3 Hubris leads to many perceptions internalized by the afflicted:
inflated self-ego, exalted speech built upon a royal “we,” actions chosen with a disproportionate
concern for enhancing personal image, contempt for others, and isolation from opposition except from
a higher being.4
1

The impact of hubris in history, where significant opportunities are squandered leading to ruin
and collapse, couples arrogance in leaders with a fierce streak of narcissism without mediation or
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opposition. Military failures resulting from the fatal flaw of hubris have profound costs, and combatant
commanders must conduct an initial robust evaluation of subordinate leaders as well as maintain a
continuous pro-social environment to detect, prevent, and rehabilitate or remove a hubris-afflicted
subordinate. While eradicating hubris entirely from an operational leader’s character is implausible,
leaders at all levels can strengthen their awareness and prevent squandered treasure and blood as a
result of leaders caught in the clutches of hubris.
The first line of defense against the perils of hubris is an understanding of its very existence as
part of the larger context of human character. According to Biblical Christian religious origins of humans,
Eve falls prey to the temptation offered by the seducer to partake of the forbidden fruit so that “ye shall
be as gods.”5 This story of humans introduces the possibility that the combination of greed and
narcissism exists universally in all humans.
Early Greek civilization recognized the existence of hubris, albeit with a view towards a grave
criminal act centered on self-gratification at the expense of others.6 This character trait existed
regardless of the amount of power possessed, highlighting the existence of a character flaw in everyone,
causing individuals to compromise even their most core interests.7 The stories told in Homer’s The Iliad,
Sophocles’s Oedipus the King and Antigone, Icarus’s mythology, and the many works depicting the
Trojan War illuminate the dangers of hubris through powerful figures in a way that demonstrates that all
men and women are equally vulnerable.8 These mythological writings and stories point to a recurring
warning regarding the existence of hubris, so that we may be aware of and avoid fatal consequences.9
Recent exploration of human behavior has asserted that human behavior may be influenced by
innate pre-determined factors. For example, Carl Jung suggested behaviors are embedded into the
human construct and inherited as part of our preexistent programming. This embedded human
construct, or collective unconscious, does not develop individually and is an enduring part of human
nature.10 As further corroboration for hubris as part of our inherent character, studies have recognized
that most people overestimate their capabilities and underestimate the abilities of others.11 This selfexaggeration appears to confirm the inherent characteristics of hubris within man.
If an individual internalizes an exaggerated view of self based on military cultural perceptions,
then the conduit for access to power rests within Department of Defense doctrine. Distinct lines of U.S.
military command are outlined as fundamental principles for joint command and control, with clear
guidance that a commander has the authority and responsibility “for the attainment of these
missions.”12 Combatant commanders possess a heightened level of authority based on the Unified
Campaign Plan and Title 10 of the United States Code.13 Doctrine recognizes the challenges of war
through fog and friction, with the burden and art of war resting upon the shoulders of the commander.
Joint Publication 3-0 reinforces this view:
A commander’s perspective of the challenge at hand is broader and more
comprehensive than the staff’s due to interaction with civilian leaders; senior, peer,
subordinate, and supporting commanders; and interorganizational partners. Clear
commander’s guidance and intent enriched by the commander’s experience and
intuition [emphasis added] are common to high-performing units.14
Doctrine also includes key references to the importance of the commander as the “central
figure”15 and “certain key planning elements require the commander’s participation and decisions.”16
While doctrine provided the framework, the 3 April 2012 Mission Command White Paper authored by
General Martin Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, strengthened the primacy of the
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commander throughout the Department of Defense and challenged “every leader” to “act aggressively
and independently.”17 These passages have been identified as key indicators of the culture within the
military that contribute to the cultivation of an individual’s hubristic character flaw. With the proposed
inherent nature of hubris and the relative importance given current U.S. military doctrine, historical
cases reveal the danger associated with hubris in individuals occupying powerful leadership positions.
Hubris finds a unique breeding ground in the life story of Alcibiades, particularly as a lesson in
the addiction of hubris when cultivated at an early age. The tragic flaw of hubris within Alcibiades leads
to the operational failure of Athenian forces in Sicily and, arguably, directly to the strategic collapse of
Athens. A dangerous scenario exists in a political environment in which an individual afflicted by hubris
is afforded exceptional access to power.18 Alcibiades’ upbringing forms him into a young man with a
strong passion to “challenge others and gain the upper hand over his rivals.”19 He possesses the wealth,
birth status, and warrior honor (not to mention his charm and beauty), driving his personal mission for
admiration and action based on winning glory in order to enhance his personal image. Alcibiades’s
embrace of hubris is near absolute with his vision of taking Carthage, Libya, Italy, and the Peloponnesus
well before Athens has successfully secured Sicily.20 With respect to operational consequences, the
conflict between Alcibiades and Nicias dooms the Sicilian expedition to catastrophic failure, with
tremendous losses to the Athenian military, as well as the death of Nicias. Of strategic consequence,
Athens is critically vulnerable to Sparta. Lysander exploits this weakness and Athens is unable to resist
conquest.21 Alcibiades highlights the dangers when barriers to hubris are not reinforced at an early age.
However, barriers fortified early in life may not be sufficient in preventing hubris from dominating
behavior.
Napoleon Bonaparte introduces the ever present negative influence of hubris, despite an
upbringing capable of instilling boundaries and the danger of rapid victories without consideration for
opposing viewpoints. His upbringing in a modest noble family of Corsican origin (a region with Italian
lineage recently added to the French empire), coupled with early religious schooling, should have
reinforced the boundaries necessary to contain hubris-influenced behavior.22 However, as history would
reveal, Napoleon developed an incessant desire for power, glory, and control across the European
continent.
Through a series of early military victories, Napoleon developed an inflated ego
(disproportioned view of personal image).23 Napoleon readily accepted uncritical praise leading him to
develop an inflated image of self with nation and to visualize a world devoted to self-gratification
reflected in the merging of self and nation as one.24 When requested to join the revolution, Napoleon
joined the effort and seized near complete power over France, effectively outmaneuvering the very
individuals who asked him for support. With this new position of authority, Napoleon championed
national pride and glory among the French people and projected throughout the growing empire of
France a vision of himself as an ancient hero or knight. Napoleon’s insatiable personal drive to enhance
his image, as well as his contempt for others, could have served as a driving force behind the march to
Moscow, as the only European monarch not subjugated by Napoleon was the Russian Czar.25
Napoleon achieved the operational objective to capture Moscow, albeit with great loss of blood
and treasure resulting from the constant brutal fighting over great geographic distance and with harsh
environmental conditions within Russia.26 Arguably, Napoleon needed only claim victory by establishing
a governing body and conducting an operational pause, enabling his forces to recover from the arduous
journey and replenish their strained logistics. Instead, primarily due to the Russians’ failure to conduct a
“proper” acknowledgement of surrender, Napoleon perceived a great personal slight and ordered the
remaining French troops (many were not native French) to pillage and sack Moscow.27
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The combination of detrimental decisions and an overextended military position resulted in the
vulnerable French army becoming a tragic victim of Napoleon’s hubris. The looting united the Russian
people against the French Army and significantly degraded the popular support of the French people.
The possibility of a quick victory in Moscow existed but was turned, instead, into a protracted war,
overlooking the warnings of Sun Tzu: “There is no instance of a country having benefited from
prolonged warfare.”28 Unable to sustain combat operations, and recognizing that the French Army no
longer possessed the capacity to hold its geographic gains, Napoleon led his troops back to France under
the banner of failure.
L. Paul Bremer offers a glimpse into a contemporary example of a rare blend of hubris reflecting
the projection of ambition and confidence without empathy or humility. Prior to assumption as the
leader of the Iraqi Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), Bremer was a career American diplomat with a
distinguished record of success and a recognized expert in the fields of terrorism and homeland
security.29 Additionally, his image appeared to reflect a “patrician tradition going back to Dean Acheson,
Henry Stemson, and John McCloy.”30 Bremer cultivated an image of diplomatic expertise with a record
of success.
Bremer took charge of the CPA in 2003, and while he was one of the few diplomatic employees
to travel outside the heavily fortified Baghdad Green Zone, he failed to build a consensus with Iraqis or
to allow anyone to challenge his views or assumptions.31 Bremer focused on establishing a new
constitution, creating an interim transition government, and handing over sovereignty as quickly as
possible.32 Despite the lessons learned from U.S. led post-World War II German reconstruction and
disregarding the advice of his team, Bremer issued two orders that would have substantial strategic
negative impacts.33
First, similar to the failed de-Nazification direction in Germany, Bremer ordered the deBaathification of Iraqi government employees. As a result, basic services (e.g., water, electricity, trash,
police) for the Iraqi people began to fail, and the infrastructure necessary to conduct daily life collapsed.
This radical order drove the local populace to become disenfranchised with any Iraqi government and to
view the American presence as a form of occupation.34 Second, Bremer ordered the immediate
disbanding of the Iraqi Army. Iraq was flooded with unemployed, armed young men with a disgruntled
perspective of Americans.35
Bremer’s audacity, particularly when one reflects upon his hubris-influenced decisions, is noted
when he refers to his departure from Iraq as Liberation Day. His release from the responsibilities of the
CPA meant that the remaining floundering Iraqi government was now solely responsible for making the
new republic work (despite being seriously handicapped by a growing insurgency).36 In 2006, Bremer
wrote of his experience, largely failing to acknowledge the criticisms of his work and attempted to shift
blame (as if he were beyond disparagement) to Defense Secretary Rumsfeld.37 Hubris might also suggest
that Bremer’s actions were taken because he viewed himself among the great diplomatic leaders, such
as John McCloy.38
These three historical cases reflect the dangers every combatant commander should find
instructive. First, Alcibiades teaches combatant commanders the utility in identifying subordinates
seized by hubris prior to placing them in positions of greater power and responsibility. Commanders
must attempt to instill humility and rational self-image through direct mentorship and establishing longterm relationships between subordinate and outside actors to provide candid guidance and feedback to
the subordinate, as well as to the commander. Kerfoot advises leaders to foster a trusted sidekick
relationship to keep an individual properly grounded and particularly to maintain a realistic perception
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of the environment around the leader.39 President Abraham Lincoln serves as an example of a leader
utilizing the trusted relationship to balance the negative aspects of hubris. He frequently sought honest
and forthright counsel from his cabinet and advisors, many of whom were rivals during his presidential
nomination campaign.40 With the all-volunteer structure and selectiveness of U.S. military service,
commanders must be willing to deny subordinates leadership positions when confidence is not assured
that acceptable boundaries are part of a subordinate’s capacity. This difficult decision must be made
prior to the ill effects of their leadership damaging strategic or operational objectives.
Second, Napoleon reinforces the critical requirement for combatant commanders to maintain a
robust and continuous process of evaluating subordinates. Button recognizes that even the wisest can
learn new things without a loss in personal image.41 Identification of hubris must take into account the
openness of the leader as well as an orchestrated picture including the opinions of others, peers and
troops. Recognizing an opportunity for hubris to be properly identified, General Martin Dempsey, the
current U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has advocated a 360-degree review of military
leaders.42 A well-rounded evaluation of the subordinate could be a critical aspect verifying the
authenticity of the leader, potentially identifying hubris-influenced behavior and establishing any
potential re-education plan.43 Where “hubris-creep” is revealed, commanders should take action to
reinforce humility as a core guiding principle and promote a rational self-image. The criticality of
leadership demands that commanders be willing to remove those unable or unwilling to maintain
barriers to “hubris-creep.”
Third, Bremer illustrates the costs when leaders, political and military, fail to keep hubrisinfluenced individuals from positions of power or fail to maintain sufficient oversight of such individuals.
Combatant commanders should not develop a delusional sense of security that power will not corrupt
their subordinates. Hubris connotes a level of anti-social behavior in appreciation for self-image and
contempt for others.44 For leaders to allow subordinates to progress unchecked over a significant period
of time, without constructive critique, and to assume subordinates will avoid hubris reflects arrogance
and denial of the existing strategic danger of hubris. Continuous communication and inclusion within the
social environment serves to anchor the individual with a healthy consideration for the value of others
and regulate personal image perceptions.45
Today’s military leaders falling under the influence of flawed character traits, such as hubris,
create an environment detrimental to the military. Since 2005, senior military leaders have been
removed or relieved from their duties over 250 times.46 The hubris-influenced behavior reflects a
collection of arrogance and narcissism manifested in an inflated self-ego, disproportionate concern for
self-desires, and, potentially, a belief that their actions are escapable from scrutiny. The recent
behaviors of several senior military officers appear to be consistent within the definition of hubris. The
alleged misconduct of Army Major General Ralph Baker, Lieutenant General David Huntoon Jr.,
Lieutenant General Joseph Fil Jr., General William E. Ward, and Navy Rear Admiral Chuck Gaouette serve
as examples of the tremendous negative impact hubris-influenced behavior has on the military’s ability
to accomplish objectives.47 While these high profile cases draw attention, the less publicized removal of
25 U.S. Navy commanders over the last year hints at a larger behavioral hurdle.48 These ethical lapses
suggest hubris-influenced behavior is an escalating problem for today’s military leaders.
As a personal example of hubris-influenced behavior in leaders, the arrival of then-Brigadier
General (select) Dartanian Warr at Hanscom Air Force Base (AFB) in 2006 appears to represent an
example where the flawed character trait already existed and access to power only served to widen the
scope of negative impact. His early message to us, the men and women of the Battle Management
Systems Wing, “stressed the importance of pursuing excellence in all tasks, displaying a positive
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attitude, and evaluating one’s own performance. Measuring oneself,” he said, “ensures mission
accomplishment.”49 Within a year, Dartanian Warr was removed from his position for personal
misconduct and denied promotion to general officer.50 The short period between access to power and
negative personal behavior suggests the character flaw of hubris existed previously, and Colonel Warr
was unable to self-regulate his behavior through humility and prudence. Additionally, the short time
period suggests the hubris-influenced behavior potentially existed prior to Hanscom AFB, and senior
leaders failed to recognize Colonel Warr’s vulnerability.
Leaders with access to military instruments of power occupy a position of tremendous
responsibility and perilous power. Military leaders will find themselves in these very positions, in a
culture of “mission command,” entrusted by their superiors to accomplish the assigned objectives
without direct guidance. The inherent power of the position, coupled with an environment conditional
upon the “brilliance” of the commander, create a breeding ground for hubris to capture the fragile
leader. Every leader has a personal responsibility to frame his or her behavior in defense against hubris.
With each individual possessing varying levels of defense against hubris, combatant commanders must
embrace a pro-social atmosphere complete with a robust continuous reevaluation process.
The same measures suggested as required duties for combatant commanders also present
opportunities for individuals to adopt a form of self-responsibility. Failure to listen to others or to give
serious consideration to outside views is one significant detrimental behavior attributable to hubris.51
Petit and Bollaert propose that individuals strive to include reverence as “a state of profound …
awareness of and respect for that which surpasses us, and … a moral connection with the other
members of the human community.” 52 Every leader must seek to be part of the social community,
effectively obtaining and considering varying (with an eye towards opposing) views, and weighing
personal ambition within the context of the impact upon the organization and people around them.
Combatant commanders may find these recommendations to be basic measures; however, the
military’s growing culture of decentralized execution warrants renewed verification that subordinates
continue to embrace proper measures against hubris as they rise in responsibility and power access.
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